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Abstract: Cloud storage provides a convenient, massive, and scalable storage at low cost, but data privacy is a major concern
that prevents users from storing files on the cloud trustingly. One way of enhancing privacy from data owner point of view is
to encrypt the files before outsourcing them onto the cloud and decrypt the files after downloading them. However, data
encryption is a heavy overhead for the mobile devices, and data retrieval process incurs a complicated communication
between the data user and cloud. Normally with limited bandwidth capacity and limited battery life, these issues introduce
heavy overhead to computing and communication as well as a higher power consumption for mobile device users, which
makes the encrypted search over mobile cloud very challenging. In proposed system, we propose TEES (Traffic and Energy
saving Encrypted Search), a bandwidth and energy efficient encrypted search architecture over mobile cloud. The proposed
architecture offloads the computation from mobile devices to the cloud, and we further optimize the communication between
the mobile clients and the cloud. It is demonstrated that the data privacy does not degrade when the performance
enhancement methods are applied. Our experiments show that TEES reduces the computation time and save the energy
consumption on file retrieval, meanwhile the network traffics during the file retrievals are also significantly reduced.
Keywords: Sentiment analysis, Opinion mining, Product reviews, Natural language processing.
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in terms of both energy consumption and the network traffic,
while keep meeting the data security requirements through
wireless communication channels. To this end, we introduce
TEES (Traffic and Energy saving Encrypted Search)
architecture for mobile cloud storage applications. TEES
achieves the efficiencies through employing and modifying
the ranked keyword search as the encrypted search platform
basis, which has been widely employed in cloud storage
systems. By careful redesign of ranked keyword search
procedure, TEES offloads the security calculation to the
cloud side to save the energy consumption of mobile devices,
and TEES also simplify the encrypted search procedure to
reduce the traffic amount for retrieving data from encrypted
cloud storage.
II LITERATURE SURVEY
In this work, firstly Authors describe and resolve the
difficult of multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted
cloud data, and create a variety of privacy requirements.
Between numerous multi-keyword semantics, it select the
effective similarity measure of “coordinate matching”, i.e., as
various matches as likely, to effectively capture the relevance
of outsourced documents to the query communication. For
convention the challenge of supportive multi-keyword
semantic without privacy breaks, Authors proposed a basic
idea of MRSE. Then they give two better MRSE outlines to
realize many stringent privacy requirements in two dissimilar
threat models. Detailed analysis studying privacy and
efficiency guarantees of presented schemes is given, and
experiments on the real-world data set show that systems
introduce low overhead on both computation and
communication. [1]
In this paper, authors tackled the challenging multikeyword fuzzy search problem over the encrypted data.
Authors presented and integrated several innovative designs
to solve the multiple keywords search and the fuzzy search
problems simultaneously with high efficiency. Our approach
of leveraging LSH functions in the Bloom filter to construct
the file index is novel and provides an efficient solution to the
secure fuzzy search of multiple keywords. In addition, the
Euclidean distance is adopted to capture the similarity
between the keywords and the secure inner product
computation is used to calculate the similarity score so as to
enable result ranking. Authors presented a basic scheme as
well as an improved scheme in order to meet different
security requirements. Thorough theoretical security analysis
and experimental evaluation using real-world dataset were
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carried out to demonstrate the suitability of this presented
scheme for the practice usage. [2]
In this paper, as an initial attempt to achieve practical and
effective multi-key word text search over encrypted cloud
data, authors make contributions in two major aspects,
supporting similarity-based ranking for more accurate search
result and a tree-based search algorithm that achieves betterthan linear search efficiency. For the accuracy aspect, they
first exploit the popular similarity measure, i.e., vector space
model with cosine measure, to effectively procure the
accurate search result. Authors presented two secure index
schemes to meet various privacy requirements in the two
threat models. Eventually, the leakage of sensitive frequency
information can be avoided. To boost search efficiency,
Authors present a tree based index structure for the whole
document set. From the utilization of the prototype of secure
search system, It identify three essential efficiency-related
factors, by which the efficiency of the search algorithm upon
our index tree can be significantly improved. Finally,
thorough analysis on the real-world document set
demonstrates the performance of BMTS and EMTS in terms
of search effectiveness, efficiency and privacy. [3]
In this paper, an analytical tool to support the
organizations in assessing whether the use of private or
public storage solution will result in a cost-efficient solution
has been introduced. It has been shown analytically that the
use of a public storage is likely to be cost-efficient whenever
the organization’s acquisition cycles are relatively long, e.g.
once per year. On the other hand, should the organization
have a possibility to re-assess its storage needs and acquire
additional storage often say, every second month - the use of
the private storage capacity is likely to prove less expensive.
Since the acquisition interval is determined by the
organization’s ability to foresee the growth of storage
demand, by the provisioning schedules of storage equipment
providers, and by internal practices of the organization,
among other factors, the organization owning a private
storage solution may want to control some of these factors in
order to attain a shorter acquisition interval and thus make the
private storage (more) cost-efficient. [4]
III PROBLEM STATEMENT
Develop the model for a bandwidth and energy
efficient encrypted search over mobile cloud. This model
offloads the computation from mobile devices to the cloud,
and further optimizes the communication between the mobile
clients and the cloud.
IV SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, In order to achieve security enhancement with
energy and traffic efficiency, we implement the modules in
our system using modified routines and new algorithms. Our
system will be introduced in three parts.
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Figure 1: System Architecture
V CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we developed an efficient
implementation to achieve an encrypted search in a mobile
cloud. The security study of proposed system showed that it
is secure enough for mobile cloud computing, while a series
of experiments highlighted its efficiency. It saves significant
energy compared to traditional strategies featuring a similar
security level. Based on proposed system, this work can be
extended to more other novel implementations. We have
proposed a single keyword search scheme to make encrypted
data search efficient.
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